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Abstract: In recent years, the botnets have been the most common threats to network security since
it exploits multiple malicious codes like a worm, Trojans, Rootkit, etc. The botnets have been used
to carry phishing links, to perform attacks and provide malicious services on the internet. It is
challenging to identify Peer-to-peer (P2P) botnets as compared to Internet Relay Chat (IRC), Hypertext
Transfer Protocol (HTTP) and other types of botnets because P2P traffic has typical features of the
centralization and distribution. To resolve the issues of P2P botnet identification, we propose an
effective multi-layer traffic classification method by applying machine learning classifiers on features
of network traffic. Our work presents a framework based on decision trees which effectively detects
P2P botnets. A decision tree algorithm is applied for feature selection to extract the most relevant
features and ignore the irrelevant features. At the first layer, we filter non-P2P packets to reduce the
amount of network traffic through well-known ports, Domain Name System (DNS). query, and flow
counting. The second layer further characterized the captured network traffic into non-P2P and P2P.
At the third layer of our model, we reduced the features which may marginally affect the classification.
At the final layer, we successfully detected P2P botnets using decision tree Classifier by extracting
network communication features. Furthermore, our experimental evaluations show the significance of
the proposed method in P2P botnets detection and demonstrate an average accuracy of 98.7%.
Keywords: botnet detection; anomaly detection; network traffic identification; machine learning

1. Introduction
Nowadays, the network environments are becoming more and more complex and so the security
problems. A Botnet is a system of customized bots (computers) controlled remotely by a botmaster.
A botnet can perform different noxious exercises, for example, sending spam messages, phishing,
click misrepresentation, Distributed Denial of Service DDoS and spreading malicious programming.
To viably oversee a botnet, the botmaster develops a framework of a correspondence channel to send
directions to the Bots and to get results from them [1]. The fundamental contrast between a botnet
and other malicious code is the structure utilized in the command and control (C & C) [2]. Compared
to other malware programs which are being used to perform malicious conduct exclusively, a botnet
functions as a gathering of contaminated hosts dependent on the C & C correspondence channel.
A botnets system can be ordered into two principal classes dependent on the C & C foundation: brought
together and decentralized C & C [3]. In incorporated botnets, the botmaster typically utilizes the C
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& C server to send a direction to the bots. Figure 1 gives a brief overview of the centralized Internet
Relay Chat IRC/HTTP traffic and decentralized Peer to Peer P2P botnet traffic. As the higher degree
of concealment of botnet command and control server (C & C server), the attacker uses unknown
programs to create intrusion in a large-scale network. Moreover, the botnets initiate almost all of
the DDoS attacks and 80% to 90% of the spam attacks [4]. Consequently, the botnet has become a
significant threat to network security. Early botnets were easily detected due to commonly used IRC
and HTTP as a communication protocol, with a single failure point. Recently, most of the botnets use
P2P technology to create C & C mechanisms to enhance network traffic concealment. As compared to
botnets with IRC and HTTP protocols, the P2P botnets without central nodes have greater threat and
concealment. Therefore, the P2P botnets are increasingly favored by attackers. The P2P botnet detection
has also become a hot research area in the field of cyber security. At present, the P2P applications have
caused the explosive growth of Internet traffic, which is a massive challenge in terms of data storage
and real-time analysis. Thus, the network of non-P2P traffic filtering is particularly important.
Recent research works on botnets among our surveyed literature focuses mainly on designing
systems to detect command and control (C & C) botnets, where many bot-infected machines are
controlled and coordinated by few entities to carry out malicious activities [5]. Those systems need
to learn decision boundaries between human and bot activities. Therefore, Machine Learning-based
classifiers are at the core of those systems and are often trained by labeled data in supervised learning
environments. The most popular classifier is support vector machines (SVMs) with different kernels,
while spatial-temporal time series analysis and probabilistic inferences are also notable techniques
employed in ML-based classifiers. Clustering is mostly used in natural language processing (NLP),
to build a large-scale system to identify bot queries [6]. In botnet detection literature, the core
assumption widely shared i.e., Botnet behaviors are different and distinguishable from a legitimate
human user, e.g., human behaviors are more complex [7].
Research has been done on the state-of-the-art machine learning models of the network to simulate
real-time network traffic and create honeypots. The ground reality is often heuristic or a combination,
labeled by human experts, for example, the game masters’ visual inspections serve to detect bots
in online games [8]. In retrospect, the evolution of botnet detection is clear from earlier and more
straightforward uses of classification techniques such as clustering and Naive Bayes, the research focus
has been expanded from the last step of classification to the important preceding step of constructing
suitable metrics, which measures and distinguishes bot-based and human-based activities [6,7].
This paper aims to examine the features and strategies to detect the botnets. The main
contributions of this paper are as follows:
•

•
•

•
•

This article presents a multi-layer approach to classify network traffic (P2P botnet traffic and
non-P2P traffic) and identify botnets by applying machine learning classifier on network features
such as port filtering, DNS query, and flow counting.
Our work presents a P2P botnet detection framework based on a decision tree algorithm for
feature selection to extract the most relevant features and ignore the irrelevant features.
At the first layer, we filter non-P2P packets to reduce the amount of network traffic by applying
port filtering using well-known ports, DNS query, and flow counting. The second layer further
classified the captured network traffic into two classes such as non-P2P and P2P. At the third layer
of our model, we reduced the features which may marginally affect the classification. At the final
layer, we successfully detected P2P botnets using decision tree Classifier by extracting network
communication features.
The proposed technique of this study covers the limitations of single stage botnet detection,
e.g., class imbalance.
The accuracy of our model is 98.7% and the threshold of false alarm rate was reduced to 3.
Furthermore, our experiments also demonstrate that the accuracy of proposed framework was
improved up to 99% however at the expense of false reporting of benign files as botnets as well as
false reporting of botnet as benign. We also consider the factor if benign files also send out search
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requests consistently so benign files may be reported as botnets. Additionally, it was observed the
accuracy might be improved by increasing the epochs of deep learning algorithms at the expense
of more execution cost.
To validate the performance of our proposed technique, we performed the experiments on diverse
datasets and the results are compared with other machine learning algorithms implemented for
botnet detection.

Figure 1. Difference between centralized and decentralized P2P botnets.

Structure of Paper
Section 1 of this paper discusses the background, problem description, and approach used in
this study. Section 2 gives a brief overview of the literature. Section 3 gives a brief overview of the
single stage along with its limitations and the motivation of choosing a multi-layer scheme. Moreover,
the mechanism of the multi-layer scheme was also discussed. Section 4 discusses the results of the
experiments. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper.
2. Related Work
Machine Learning algorithms have been widely used to classify internet traffic. Irrespective of the
class imbalance problem, Machine Learning classifiers such as Decision Trees and Neural Networks
may produce a high accuracy for overall traffic flow but low accuracy for bytes. Accuracy for bytes
means the number of bytes, carried by the packets of accurately classified traffic flow. Zhang et al. [9],
proposed two algorithms based on feature selection and extended wsu_auc selection to apply the
best features practically. They achieved more than 94% accuracy with an average byte accuracy of
over 80%. Chen et al. [10] has proposed a high-speed network detection method for botnets. In this
PF RING (to optimize spark streaming), the problem was solved at a high packet drop rate and for
extracting required fields from traffic information. The authors used the random forest technique on
the CTU dataset. They have acquired high precision, but the unconvincing aspect of this publication
is that they used only offline data, and no other data was collected online. Azab et al. [11] proposed
machine learning classifier (C45) and Correlation-based Feature Selection (CFS) for Zeus V1.x, Zeus
V2.x and benign HTTP traffic detection in networks. Azab et al. demonstrated 99.3% accuracy with
55.6% recall results.
Wang et al. [12] proposed a solution to detect malicious Android apps. The authors utilized mobile
traffic in which every HTTP traffic was treated as a document and this document was further used
for word segmentation based on N-gram generation to generate candidate features which effectively
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characterized the particular flow of HTTP. The paper used the SVM machine learning algorithm for
validation and demonstrated a high accuracy of 99.15% on static data while its detection rate was
54.81% on real environment testing. Albanese et al. [13] proposed a graph-based botnet detection
technique called MTD (Moving Target Defense). The paper addressed the limitations of the static
detection technique as MTD periodically altered the placement of detectors, but the authors did not
mention the traffic speed which was affected by the periodical alteration in detective algorithms.
Haddadi and Nur [14] have investigated five different botnet detection techniques. Two of them were
rule-based systems and the other three were machine learning based techniques. The authors analysed
their proposed approaches with different scenarios on twenty four publicly available datasets.
Alazab [15] examined the evolution of malware by the nature of its activity and variants. The paper
investigated malware implication on the computer industry and provided a framework using feature
extraction from malicious code which reflected the behaviour of the code. In other paper, Alazab [16]
proposed a four-step methodology to develop a fully automated system for suspicious behavior
detection. The four-step method classified the behavior of Application Program Interface API function
calls based on the malicious intent hidden with the packed program. Zeng and Shen [6] proposed
a two-step distributed approach for storm botnet detection which included a set of heuristics and
first-step port numbers and an SVM classifier. The accuracy of their method was more than 95%
with 8–12% of false positive rate. This scheme worked well with 0% false positive rate and 8% false
negative rate to detect storm botnets. According to Zhang et al. [17], the P2P client was first identified
by extracting the statistical pattern of P2P communication. The legal or legitimate P2P network and
P2P botnet were further distinguished. Abdullah [18] and Yin [19] detected botnets based on host
behavior. They detected zombie host and/or programs by monitoring changes in the host behavior, file,
network connection, and registry contents. The method of detecting botnets based on host behavior
cannot detect new and variant botnets. For example, an attacker could use new detection and hiding
techniques such as rootkits and so on.
The detection based on traffic behavior has been mainly used in command and control phase [20],
by using difference between C & C flow and the normal traffic in the flow characteristics such as
communication rules, average packet size, periodic connections, and so on [21]. Therefore, Buczak and
Guven [22] suggested to combine machine learning neural network for botnet real-time monitoring.
The botnet detection method based on traffic behavior mainly analyzed two characteristics such as
“Connection failure rate”, and, “Flow characteristics”. According to Zhang [17], the communication
behavior between zombie hosts that joined the same botnet was similar. Therefore, P2P botnet traffic
identification could adopt the scheme that firstly, analysed the traffic, and features were extracted.
Secondly, the clustering algorithm was proposed to cluster the extracted data. The scheme was used
to set the cluster threshold to improve the detection accuracy, without the use of existing botnet data
stream for training. However, if there was only one zombie host in the current network, or if no
traffic from different zombie hosts was found in the captured packets, this method was demonstrated
inefficient by Zhang [17]. The three DT algorithms REPTree, Carriage, and C45 were analyzed in
the study [23,24], where C45 with the lowest performance because its algorithm was easily under
pruning, and the overfitting algorithm was more severe than REPTree. Encrypted P2P or unknown
traffic could be classified by the statistics-based method, but it is not highly accurate, and could not
identify untrained P2P traffic correctly [23].
Dhainotti et al. [25] introduced a technique for characterization of a large scale surreptitious scan
for entire IPv4 space (a “/0” scan) conducted by the Sality botnet. In addition, the authors presented an
analysis of botnet scanning behaviour along with general correlation and visualizations method across
global internet. Guofei. et al. [26] presented a stochastic mechanism using an empirical test to isolate C
& C botnet conversations from human to human conversations. They implemented a prototype system
called BotProbe with desired accuracy. According to Guofei et al., about 53 % of the botnet command
detected amongst thousands of real-world botnets (IRC-based), and about 14.4% were related to
binary downloaded. In other study, Guofei et al. [27] characterized a botnet as an orchestrated
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class of malicious instances operated through the C & C communication channels. A botnet’s
essential properties were that the bots communicate with some Command & Control servers/peers,
executing malevolent operations, and doing so in a correlated manner. Guofei et al., implemented
a clustering paradigm for identical network traffic and identical malicious traffic; and further conducted
cross-clustering correlations to categorize hosts sharing similar patterns of communication and similar
patterns of malicious activity. The evaluations of Guofei et al. showed that their framework can
effectively detect botnets with a very low false positive rate (0.003). Zhang et al. [28] developed
a framework to effectively and efficiently detect suspicious hosts probably to be bots. They transferred
network traffic to botnet detection systems for fine-grained check and efficient botnet detection based
on DPI (Deep Packet Inspection). The paper proposed to reduce network traffic to improve the
scalability of existing botnet detection systems. Guofei et al. [29] proposed a detection approach
that identified Command & Control servers and the bots infected hosts in the networks. Their
technique was predicated on the notion that bots inside the similar botnets were probably indicate
spatial-temporal relationship and resemblance due to the pre-programmed events associated with
C & C. The stream feature also included the number of upstream and downstream packets, the size
of the uplink and downlink transmission bytes, the average length of the uplink and downlink data
packets, the maximum length, the average variance, the duration of the data stream, and the packets
that have been loaded in one stream. The stream feature selection method had a high detection rate
because it did not depend on the botnet class to extract the common feature vector of the stream.
Therefore, the detection strategy was widely concerned by experts and scholars in the field of network
traffic analysis [15]. In high-speed, complex, and changing network environments, the main factors
that determine the efficiency and accuracy of detection are the characteristics of the extraction and the
classification strategy used.
3. Proposed Scheme
Three unique qualities of communication, i.e., P2P botnet, non-P2P and, Normal P2P activity,
are demonstrated in Figure 2. These three characteristics overlap each other. If the three types
of activities are grouped into a single stage mechanism, a large part of the P2P botnet traffic with
normal qualities for non-P2P activity could be misclassified and few substantial P2P streams could
be misclassified as countless streams due to the class imbalance problem. In this way, a single phase
mechanism doesn’t have the capability to order the traffic of three different qualities at the same time.

Figure 2. Overlapping qualities among three types of traffic.

Therefore, a multi-layer method with a specific aim of settling the limitations of the single stage
mechanism is very important. While there are many conceivable techniques exist, our research
proposes a multi-layer mechanism, shown in Figure 3.
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3.1. Multi-Layer Detection Method
This section describes the method proposed in this paper to detect bot-bling traffic in phases.
The focus of this method is on non-P2P traffic filtering and the extraction of the characteristics of the
session. The architecture of the model is shown in Figure 3. The first stage of the model will start
from the traffic reduction followed by the three aspects of packet filtering rules, session characteristics,
and classification algorithm. The second layer further classified the captured network traffic into two
classes such as non-P2P and P2P. At the third layer of the model, we reduced the features which may
marginally affect the classification. The final layer of the model classifies the traffic as either the traffic
is normal P2P or botnet traffic. The detailed discussion on the entire mechanism of the proposed
scheme is given in the rest of this section.

Figure 3. Architecture of the proposed method.

3.2. First Layer: Traffic Reduction
Reducing network traffic to detect malevolent behaviors is extremely important to manage a large
amount of network traffic with limited resources, e.g., hard drive and memory. The hardest step in
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the process is to determine the network activity behavior by only scanning several packets for each
flow. Our research therefore brings a new model to reduce congestion so that botnet detection systems
can be deployed more easily on congested networks. In currently available identification methods for
botnets, most of them use deep packet inspection (DPI) to evaluate packets content that is complicated
and expensive and ineffective to simulate unidentified payload signatures [30]. It is assumed that
the payload of each packet in DPI can be accessed by the system. This strategy can be especially
accurate when the payload is in decrypted form. Most of the new malicious code generators, however,
use the concealment strategies, such as encapsulation of protocols, obstruction and encrypting the
payloads [31].
In addition, it is a costly task to evaluate all the packets on the congested networks because the
amount of the packets transmitted through the networks are increasing day by day. Consequently,
the DPI detection system can suffer from efficiency limited to the processing of the traffic from
high-speed networks [30]. This study aims to improve the efficiency by reducing the amount of packets
without hampering the precision rate. To accomplish an ultimate objective of this study, the selection
of only Transmission Control Protocol TCP packets proposes a new reduction in traffic for a Botnet
identification paradigm. This detection technique is used to reduce the volume of the network traffic
and will increase the efficiency of the Botnet detection model.
In this study, TCP traffic control packets are filtered to reduce network traffic volumes and
improve the efficiency of the envisaged strategy. Filtering involves mainly two steps: filtering the
network flow associated with the TCP protocol and obtaining the control packets SYN, ACK, FIN
and RST TCP. Figure 4 displays the network traffic reduction process (.PCAP files). An array of TCP
Control Packets lists is initialized in the flowchart. New packets (TCP Control Packets List) are added
to the array by tuples through the packets until the last packet in the file is reached. After the first loop
i.e., for loop, the next loop examines the TCP packet header for loop, and the third loop selects packets
without payload data. The flowchart’s final loop gets the packet header.

Figure 4. Flow chart for network traffic reduction.
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3.3. Second Layer: P2P and Non-P2P Traffic Classification
At present, port identification, signature recognition, and DNS query identification are commonly
used methods for P2P traffic identification. These methods are based on stream feature [21]. However,
the port identification method cannot recognize P2P applications with random ports or custom ports.
DPI (Deep Packet Inspection Technology) does not recognize encrypted P2P traffic [32]. Stream-based
identification methods can only determine P2P applications of the partial flow and has a high false
alarm rate. Therefore, we use non-P2P well-known port filtering mechanism, DNS query, flow counting
rules to filter non-P2P traffic, combined with fast heuristic P2P traffic identification method, as shown
in Figure 5.

Figure 5. Second layer of traffic classifier.

The vulnerability of attack on internet application is usually initiated using open ports [33].
We choose port and time interval as the unit of analysis. Since some ports are more often used
than other ports, therefore, it is important to identify the frequency of attack on those specific ports.
Limitations of Port scan attack identification techniques are associated with the extent which they
can quantify their complexity, accuracy, performance, or timely delivery. The previously studied
techniques for detecting port scan attacks work either at the packet level or at the flow level or
both [34]. In our proposed detection approach, we utilized packet level information because of its
significance in determining the connection information along with capability of analysing payload of
a packet. Another limitation of port scan detection is the challenge of labelling the large amount of
network traffic data. This challenge is magnified further, if the security models produce profiles such as
network traffic labelling for normal as well as malicious traffic, so updating the database of signatures
(labels) dynamically will be a challenging task. However, more advanced approaches are still needed
that can analyse both header and payload information to detect both labelled and unlabelled attacks.
To address the limitations of port scan detection methods, our framework is based on a multi-layer
approach to detect multiple types of attacks such as IRC, SPAM, Click Fraud, DDoS, FastFlux, Port
Scan, Compiled and Controlled record by CTU, HTTP, Waledac, Storm and Zeus botnets. More
precisely, instead of limitations of port scan detection technique, our framework used multi-layers to
effectively detect botnets. Port filtering is one layer used in our proposed framework and if we ignore
port filtering or remove this layer from our framework so our system can be easily attacked by port
scan attacks. Secondly, our experiments demonstrate in Table 3 that our framework captured port scan
attacks 100%, which means that not a single packet of port scan attack was missed by our port filtering
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layer. Therefore, the error associated with port filtering method is very small due to a multi-layer
approach. Algorithm 1 demonstrates the mechanism of second layer in our proposed model. We
choose port and time interval as the unit of analysis. Since some ports are used more often than other
ports; therefore, it is important to identify the frequency of attack on these specific ports. For instance,
when we see something going through on port 25, we expect it to be a mail server, and likewise if we
find something going through on port 80, we simply find that it is a webserver. The Internet Assigned
Numbers Authority (IANA) [35] officially assign port numbers for specific uses and applications.
Algorithm 1 Second layer classification
INPUT: Data Packet/ Data Stream/ Session Layer
OUTPUT: MAIL/ SSH/ Non-P2P Traffic/ P2P Session
Step1: Classify Data Packets by PortFiltering:
if data packet is true then go to MAIL/SSH
else go to step 2.
Step2: Classify Data Stream by DNSQueryFiltering:
if true then go to Non-P2P Traffic
else go to step 3.
Step3: Classify Session LayerPortJudgement:
if true then go to P2P Session else go to Non-P2P traffic Traffic
Step4: Return

Port filtering is a packet-level filtering method, mainly filtering the commonly used non-P2P
application traffic. DNS query is a stream-level filtering method, flow counting, and port judgment
is a session-level filtering method, the two rules are mainly filtered web pages and other non-P2P
traffic. Among them, the port-based filtering method can identify some common non-P2P application
traffic, such as Secure Shell SSH Defined generally using port 22 and Telnet (remote login) using port
23. Some commonly used applications and their corresponding port numbers are shown in Table 1.
TCP means Transmission Control Protocol, UDP means User Datagram Protocol.
Table 1. Common applications and their corresponding ports.
Application

Port
Number

Transport Protocol

Description

SSH

22

TCP, UDP, SCTP

Secure Shell Protocol

TelNet

23

TCP, UDP

TelNet

MAIL

25, 110,
143, 220,
465, 993,
995

SMTP, POP3, IMAP4, IMAP, SMTP over TLS,
IMAP4 over SSL, POP3 over SSL

Simple Mail Transfer, Post Office
Protocol—Version 3, Internet Message Access
Protocol, Interactive Mail Access Protocol v3,
Message Submission over TLS protocol,
IMAP4/POP3 over TLS/SSL (993, 995)

NetBios

125, 137,
139, 445

TCP, UDP

Locus PC-Interface Net Map Server,
NETBIOS Name Service, Microsoft-DS

Remote

3389

TCP, UDP

MS WBT Server

FTP-Data

20, 21

TCP, UDP, SCTP

File Transfer

NTP

123

TCP, UDP

Network Time Protocol

In general, P2P node communication does not require domain name resolution but directly read
the IP list stored in the local configuration file to obtain IP [36]. However, for non-P2P applications,
DNS domain name resolution must be used to obtain IP. Therefore, one of the criteria for determining
non-P2P network data flows such as Web and Mail, etc., is resolved by the domain name and may be
the destination IP address in the network flow.
When a user sends a Web application service request normally, the Web application uses
a multi-port, parallel-requested connection to an IP address on a page. As a result, multiple data
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streams appear in the same session. The P2P network node communicates each time using a pair of
random source and destination ports. Therefore, we can use flow counting and port determination to
filter non-P2P traffic. If a session is using the TCP protocol and 808,080 or 443 port, and the number
of sessions in the flow exceeds the threshold, then the session can be considered a web page traffic
session. Where the number of valid streams in a session is represented, the threshold is selected based
on the number of streams that appear in the normal page access session. Using the capture tool to
collect simple and relatively complex web page requests, the analysis results show that the simple web
page is generally three to four connection requests, and the complexity of the page connection request
is five to eight. Therefore, the threshold is set to three in this article.
3.4. Third Layer: Feature Extraction and Feature Reduction
Reducing the number of characteristics from the features list is the method to remove those
functionalities which may marginally effect the classification [37]. Feature reduction helps in reducing
the overfitting and data set imbalance problems. The reliability of reducing the features is therefore
one of the most significant aspects affecting the precision rate of the detection model.
In the phase of feature extraction, the features are synthesized which are valuable in locating the
malevolent behavior of the Bot and these characteristics are obtained in 29 iterator qualities based
on 60-s connections. The interpretation of a link is obtained as the subgroup of packets received
between two different networks (source port, source IP address, destination port, and destination IP
address). All features are obtained explicitly from the control packet header via a thorough check of the
payload material of the packets instead of previous approaches. The efficiency is therefore improved
and utilization of the computational resources is reduced e.g., memory allocation and processing.
The feature list was collected from the 60-s connection and consists of 60-s connection function vector.
The purpose of this study is to select an appropriate subset of features that will enhance the
efficiency of the machine learning classifiers and reduce model complexity without drastically reducing
the precision. We used a classification technique for feature reduction to eliminate less important
features in order to reduce the amount of data, in order to achieve better levels of accuracy. The decision
tree consists of two node types: two children’s internal nodes and children’s leaf nodes. Any internal
node has a decision mechanism to demonstrate the next node to visit. Training samples containing
a number of features starts the construction of the tree. During construction of the tree, the training set
is repetitively divided into small subsets. A predicted class is assigned to each resulting node based on
the decision matrix of the class distribution in the training set. The internal node test is determined on
the basis of an impurity measurement to pick the selected function and threshold values. The most
common impurity metric is entropy impurity [38], which we used for feature reduction, is shown in
Figure 6.
3.5. Fourth Layer: P2P Traffic Classification
According to data flow characteristics analysis of P2P botnet, the traffic characteristics of benign
and botnets are similar. Therefore, this paper uses the session-based strategy for feature extraction.
Thus, improving the detection efficiency by reducing the number of stream features and the number
of data for same destination address in same session. P2P zombie host and other suspicious host
communication processes automatically initiate a connection using a malicious program or code.
The flow of the duration is generally short and very fixed. Therefore, we can extract the session
features such as the average, maximum, minimum, and standard deviation of the duration of the
session, and the average interval of the upstream (downstream) stream packets in the session. Figure 7
demonstrates the flow diagram and Algorithm 2 describes the mechanism of P2P traffic classification
which is fourth layer in our proposed model.
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Figure 6. Flow chart of Feature Reduction Layer.

Algorithm 2 Fourth Layer: P2P Traffic Classification
INPUT:
OUTPUT:
Step1:
Step2:
Step3:
Step4:
Step5:
Step6:
Step7:

Pre-labled Dataset from the second layer (Non-P2P/P2P Session)
Legitimate Connection/Botnet Connection
Traning Phase:
Inset Pre-labled Dataset i.e., Non-P2P Traffic/P2P Traffic
Extract Flows with fine-grained features
Generate Classifier Model
Go to Step 6.
Classifying Phase:
Classified P2P Traffic
Get flows with fine-grained features gain the features of the p2p traffic.
P2P Traffic Classifier classify the P2P traffic in two classes as follows:
Legitimate connection, Botnet Connection
Return
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Figure 7. Fourth layer traffic classifier.

In the process of communication between two nodes in the P2P botnet, the size and transmission
quantity of the transmitted packets are relatively small, and the C & C communication flow generated
by the zombie host in the same network has great similarity. Therefore, we can distinguish between
normal P2P network traffic and P2P botnet traffic by distributing the traffic into small sessions.In
summary, all the features which were extracted from the session are shown in Table 2.
Table 2. Session characteristics.
Eigenvalues

Description

avg_duration

The mean of the total duration of the different network flows in the same session.

std_duration

The standard deviation of the total duration of the different network flows in
the same session.

min_duration

The minimum total duration of the different network flows in the same session.

max_duration

The maximum total duration of the different network flows in the same session.

avg_f(b)int

Average interval of uplink (downstream) packet transmission for different
network flows in the same session.

max_f(b)pl

Average value of the maximum value of the uplink transmission packet length
for different network flows in the same session.

min_f(b)pl

Average value of the minimum value of the uplink transmission packet length
for different network flows in the same session.

std_avg_f(b)pl

The standard deviation of the average of the length of the packet transmitted in
the uplink (downstream) of different network flows in the same session.

avg_f(b)pen

Average number of valid packets transmitted upstream (downstream) of
different network flows in the same session.

std_avg_f(b)pen

The standard deviation of the number of valid packets transmitted upstream
(downstream) of different network flows in the same session.

avg_f(b)pb

The average of the total number of bytes transmitted upstream (downstream)
of different network flows in the same session.

std_f(b)pb

The standard deviation of the total number of bytes transmitted upstream
(downstream) of different network flows in the same session.
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4. Results and Analysis
4.1. Evaluating Metrics
We assessed the execution of our methodologies utilizing 10-fold cross-validation. The methodology
of k-fold cross-validation. The first sample was arbitrarily apportioned into ten equivalent measured
sub-tests. Nine sub-tests were utilized for training the model and the remaining one sub-test was held for
testing the model. The procedure was rehashed ten times, utilizing an alternate sub-sample for testing,
every time. The outcomes then found the average values for the single and final results. Furthermore,
we used the wrapper method for feature selection. The mechanism of the wrapper technique is shown in
Figure 8.

Figure 8. Wraper method for features selection.

4.1.1. Accuracy of Detection Model
The percentage of correctly classified instances among the total number of instances:
ACC =

TN + TP
.
TN + FP + FN + FP

4.1.2. False Alarm Rate (FAR)
The FAR is referred to sensitivity or the False Positive Rate (FPR) [39]. We have used the following
formula for False Alarm Rate:
FP
FAR =
.
TN + FP
4.2. Dataset and Experimental Setup
We have used two diverse datasets i.e., CTU and ISOT. These two datasets described in the
following discussions and are substantially different for our cross-dataset learning mechanism
i.e., directory change is the most pertinently in the cross-domain, but the same behaviour dataset
scenarios contained network traffic of similar kinds of malicious attacks. In our experiments,
we demonstrated that these supervised domain adaptation methods worked efficiently on our
cross-dataset transfer learning task because the target dataset contained similar behaviour. Diverse
datasets with similar behaviour can be used for cross-dataset-validation [40]. We set a VMWare
virtual environment in Windows 10 and Linux operating systems for experiments. Nfdump was set
up on the system to collect network data. Nfdump captured network flow and stored into nfcapd files.
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One instance of the nfcapd file is associated with a flow data record over time. Description of the
datasets used in our experiments are as given below.
CTU-13 Dataset [41]: The dataset from CTU-13 project contains thirteen various captured scenarios
of different botnet samples. Table 3 describes different types of attacks included in CTU-13 dataset,
such as IRC (to block normal conversation and increase server load), Spam traffic (emails containing
malicious links), Click Fraud for example (pay per click), Port Scan (an application designed to probe
a server or host to exploit vulnerabilities), DDoS (Distributed Denial of Service attacks), Fast Flux (fake
domain name system that host malicious contents), included in CTU dataset [42]. The captured files
were stored in the pcap form. The dataset of CTU-13 project is a labelled dataset with background
botnet traffic.
ISOT [43]: The ISOT dataset includes both malicious (Waledac, Storm and Zeus botnets)
and non-malicious traffic (HTTP traffic, gaming packets and P2P applications e.g., BitTorrent).
Table 4 describes different types of attacks quantitatively and qualitatively included in ISOT dataset,
for example, storm network traffic is a worm traffic, Waledac is fake SMTP and UDP traffic, Zues is
Trojan horse traffic [44].
Figures 9 and 10 demonstrate the working environment of Wireshark setup to capture the network
traffic to obtain the CSV files for further analysis and experimentation. For non-malicious traffic (benign
traffic), while running the Wireshark on real-time network traffic, we used to access the well-known
and the most trusted network traffic for example UESTC intranet, thus the data packets were captured
and stored. Figure 11 shows the simulation of non-malicious traffic along with date, time, duration
and packets per second. Wireshark has the capability to decrypt Secure Sockets Layer (SSL)/ Transport
Layer Security (TLS) network traffic for packet analysis [45]. The mechanism of decrypting [46]
presented an analysis on how to decrypt of SSL/TLS network traffic. Different decryption procedures
and techniques have been used by leading companies for encrypted malicious activities detection.
In addition, the SSL/TLS-transmitted traffic interception and decryption approaches were established
and validated by Martin et al. [46]. The proposed strategy was utilized for distant connection
eavesdropping, enabling transmitted data to be decrypted in a near real-time mode. There have been
two fundamental inspection mechanisms for SSL/TLS traffic, depending on what kind of pertinent
information and certificates are obtainable and how the devices are installed on the network [47,48].
Figure 11 is the sample simulation of benign traffic while Figures 12–15 are the sample simulations
of Neris botnets, Rbot botnets Donbot botnets and Sogou botnets, respectively. The X-axis of the graphs
show the time intervals while the Y-axis shows the packet lengths per second. Blue lining in the graphs
show the capture of all benign traffic while the black color shows the “Bad TCP capture” or error filter
catch. “Bad TCP” capture indicates that there is something wrong with the TCP communication in the
capture file so it was observed in each and every graph that there were particular botnets in the traffic
while Figure 11 indicates benign traffic in the network.
Table 3. Quantitative description of CTU-13 dataset.
Scenario
No.

Scenario
Name

Type of Attack

Packets
Captured

Size
(GB)

Duration
(h)

Number of
Infected Nodes

Displayed

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Neris
Neris
Rbot
Rbot
Virut
Menti
Sogou
Murlo
Neris
Rbot
Rbot
NSIS.ay
Virut

IRC, SPAM, CF
IRC, SPAM, CF
IRC, PS, US
IRC, DDoS, US
SPAM, PS, HTTP
PS
HTTP
PS
IRC, SPAM, CF, PS
IRC, DDoS, US
IRC, DDoS, US
P2P botnet
SPAM, PS, HTTP

323,154
176,064
495,056
256,712
45,853
24,764
20,663
85,735
2,129,949
66,340,518
3,941,769
352,266
440,625

52
60
121
53
37.6
30
5.8
123
94
73
5.2
8.3
34

6.15
4.21
66.85
4.21
11.63
2.18
0.38
19.5
5.18
4.75
0.26
1.21
16.36

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
10
10
3
3
1

100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
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Table 4. Quantitative description of ISOT dataset.
Dataset Name

Type of Attack

Description

Packets
Captured

Size
(GB)

Duration
(h)

Displayed

ISOT [43]

Storm
Waledac
Malicious SMTP and Malicious UDP

Worm Traffic
Fake SMTP and UDP (SPAM)
Trojan Horse

371,899

10.6

4.1

100%

Benign Traffic

TCP, UDP

Clean Traffic

148,222

3.5

31.2

100%

Figure 9. Network traffic captured with Wireshark.

Figure 10. Network traffic captured with Wireshark.

Figure 11. Benign network traffic captured.
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Figure 12. Neris Botnet captured.

Figure 13. RBot Botnet captured.

Figure 14. Donbot Botnet captured.
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Figure 15. Sogou Botnet captured.

4.3. Detection Results and Discussion
This paper presents a multi-layer technique for classification (P2P botnet traffic and non-P2P
traffic) and identification of botnets by applying the machine learning classifier. The network traffic
is filtered out by exploiting network features such as port filtering, DNS query, and flow counting.
Furthermore, the 10-fold cross-validation mechanism was deployed to compare and analyze the
performance of the filter-less session and the filtered session feature after classification. A threshold
value was used to analyze and compare the results. In fact, the threshold is a minimum or maximum
value (developed for a characteristic, feature or variable) that serves as a benchmark for comparison
or instruction and which may require a complete system review. The recognition rate of internet
traffic is related to the set of the thresholds, flow counting, and port identification. The detection
rates of the botnet are 99%, 98.9%, 98.7% and so on. The false alarm rate of normal traffic is 9%,
7.6%, 3% for thresholds 1, 2 and 3, respectively. The false alarm rate of normal traffic for thresholds
4, 5, 6, 7 and 8 is 1%. In this experiment, we use different thresholds (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8) to identify
internet traffic. The results are shown in Figure 16, i.e., when the threshold reaches 3, the detection
rate drops rapidly. With the increase of the threshold value more than 3, and the false alarm rate does
not change. However, when the threshold is too small which is 1 in our case, so the false alarm rate
will increase, and the detection rate does not change much. Therefore, according to the test results,
we set the threshold 3 in the entire P2P traffic detection process. The results show that the classification
of a well-known port, DNS, and flow counting filtering is not only better than P2P without filtering,
but also the false alarm rate of normal traffic is further reduced. Furthermore, our experiments also
demonstrate that the accuracy of the proposed framework was improved up to 99%, however, at
the expense of false reporting of benign files as botnets as well as false reporting of botnet as benign.
Consider the factor of whether benign files also send out search requests consistently so benign files
may be reported as botnets. Additionally, it was observed that the accuracy might be improved by
increasing the epochs of deep learning algorithms at the expense of more execution costs.
In general, the classification accuracy of the Decision Tree algorithm is positively correlated with
the number of classification trees and the classification tree depth. However, the detection rate of the
Decision Tree algorithm is negatively correlated with the number of classification trees. In order to
determine the model used to identify P2P botnet traffic in a high-speed network environment, this
paper makes a comparative analysis of the influence of a different number of the classification tree and
depth of the classification tree on the basis of the detection rate.
Based on the session characteristics, this paper uses a Decision Tree classification algorithm to
classify Normal P2P and botnet traffic. The depth of the Decision Tree algorithm was set to 8, and the
classification tree was set to 100, as shown in Figure 16. The Decision Tree detection rate is 98.7% for
the threshold 3 of the false positive rate, while other machine learning P2P botnet traffic detection
results are shown in Table 5 and Figure 17.
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Figure 16. Network traffic identification under different thresholds during the training process.

Figure 17. Comparison with other machine learning classifiers on P2P botnet detection.

4.4. Comparison with Other Machine Learning Classifiers
So far, many supervised machine learning algorithms are used to classify the data. Khan et al. [49,50]
analysed ResNet and GoogleNet models for malware detection using image processing technique.
Kumar et al. [51,52] used the Convolutional Neural Network CNN model for malicious code detection
based on pattern recognition and permission-induced risk for Android IoT Devices, respectively.
Comparison of the different approaches for botnet identification is a difficult task because different
evaluations and experiments use different botnet samples and data sets. We have compared our proposed
model with other detection models based on precision and false positive rates. We have compared five
machine learning models and two other models previously published. In this study, Table 5 demonstrates
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the comparison of our results with other machine learning classifiers and published work on the basis of
the network flow analysis.
Table 5. Comparison with other published work and other machine learning classifiers.
Scenario #

Approaches

False Alarm Rate

Accuracy %

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Wen-Hwa et al. [53]
Fedynyshyn et al. [54]
Naive Bayes classification algorithm
Logistic Regression algorithm
Artificial Neural Network (ANN)
K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN)
Our Proposed Model

0
7.8
3
3
3
3
3

98%
92.9%
75%
93.8%
93.2%
93.9%
98.7%

In this study, we proposed a general methodology for malicious network traffic analysis, discussed
the involved issues, and presented a software platform that can be used for this kind of study.
Our model overpasses the previously reported models [55] in terms of vulnerability against different
attacks. For example, the model reported in [55] was only designed to handle worm attacks; however,
our proposed model is able to provide security against multiple types of botnet attacks that spread
over the Internet such as Internet Relay Chat (IRC), SPAM, Click Fraud, Port Scan, DDoS, Fast-Flux,
Port Scan, Compiled and Controlled record by CTU, HTTP, Waledac, Storm and Zeus botnets. Tables 3
and 4 describe and quantify different types of attacks in detail. For example, our proposed method can
effectively detect worm traffic such as Storm (worm) traffic, Waledac (fake SMTP and UDP) traffic,
Zues (Trojan horse) traffic, included in ISOT dataset, and IRC (to block normal conversation and
increase server load), Spam traffic (emails containing malicious links), Click Fraud for example (pay
per click), Port Scan (an application designed to probe a server or host to exploit vulnerabilities),
DDoS (Distributed Denial of Service attacks), and Fast Flux (fake domain name system that host
malicious contents), included in the CTU dataset. Our study uses the Decision Tree classification
algorithm to achieve high botnet detection accuracy for high-speed network environment since the
principle of each classification tree is recursively from top to bottom, and its training set is obtained by
returning the original training dataset. In order to minimize the occurrence of the fitting phenomenon,
the Decision Tree uses the Bagging random sampling method to construct the classification tree.
Using the Naive Bayes classification algorithm, Logistic Regression, Artificial Neural Network,
and K-Nearest Neighbor, the detection rate was 75.5% and 93.8%, 93.2% and 93.9%, respectively. However,
the results of Decision Tree algorithm was significantly higher as 98.7%. Therefore, the Decision Tree
algorithm for various types of P2P botnet traffic detection is more accurate than the other four classification
algorithms. Moreover, the proposed method was also compared with previously published work as
Wen-Hwa et al. [53] achieved 98% with a 0 false alarm rate, while they did not quantify the behaviour of
the captured packets. However, with such a low false rate, the normal traffic flow will be very challenging.
Another solution was proposed by Fedynyshyn et al. [54], where they achieved 92.9% with a relatively
higher false alarm rate of 7.8% and they proposed a method to detect only IRC and C & C traffic.
5. Conclusions
This study demonstrates some efficient results by analysing the network traffic about the most
relevant attacks: IRC, SPAM, Click Fraud, DDoS, FastFlux, Port Scan, Compiled and Controlled
record by CTU, HTTP, Waledac, Storm and Zeus botnets. Our results prove the significance of the
proposed framework as compared to the results obtained from different classifiers. It was observed
that the Decision Tree algorithm had a high accuracy to detect P2P botnet traffic. A multi-layer hybrid
technique for P2P botnet detection is proposed on the basis of session features. First, non-P2P traffic
was filtered by packet, stream and session levels, respectively. Next, P2P botnet classifiers were used
to classify the Normal P2P communication and P2P botnet on the basis of session features. Finally, this
study combines the advantages of two different detection strategies i.e., Detection Methods Based on
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traffic behavior and Detection Method Based on Flow Similarity. The validity of the proposed method
was verified by using aforementioned datasets. The network environment was set up in the lab of
cyber security at UESTC. The experimental results show the significance of the multi-layer technique
in the detection of P2P botnet traffic effectively, using the decision tree classifier. We evaluated the
model by comparing the five different classifiers and two other previously published models and
noted that our proposed model has a higher accuracy than others.
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